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AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM ON GENERATING FUNCTIONS1

H. M. SRIVASTAVA

ABSTRACT.   The present paper establishes an equivalence theorem

on generating relations for a sequence of functions   \f (z)j defined by the

Rodrigues formula  (1) below.   It is also shown how this theorem may be

applied to a fairly large variety of special functions including, for in-

stance, the classical orthogonal polynomials.

1.   The main result.   We prove the following generalization of certain re-

sults on generating functions due to F. Brafman [l]:

Theorem.    Let the function F(z)  be holomorphic on a domain  D of the

complex z-plane, and define

(1) /„(*) = («!)" lDnz\(az + b)nF(z)\,        Dz = d/dz,

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where  a and b  are complex constants, not both zero.

Also let  !A  j be any sequence of complex numbers for which

(2) l/P = hmsup|Aj1/"
n — 9*

is finite, or for which

(3) R=   lim |A A      |
n—•<»

exists and is positive. Suppose further that

(4)        A*~ hVrk* n-0'1'2'-'

for some positive integer N and some complex number w.

Then
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(5) yAf iz)t" = _J__ y a / . riiiL) _J^—  ,

/or some domain in the complex t-plane that includes the origin.

Proof.   By the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem,  R  in  (2) is the radius of

convergence of the series

oo

(6) Z Kz"-
n = 0

3y the d'Alembert ratio test,  R is also given by (3) in case that limit exists.

Note that

(7) -< p    whenever   UI < Tip) =-.
I-at p\a\ + 1

Let z be any point in  D, and let  C be a circle of radius   r (with centre

at z)  lying entirely within  D.   If we define

(8) z' = iz + bt)/il - at),

so that

z' - z = iaz + b)t/il - at),

then, in view of  (7),  z    is within a distance  r/2  of z whenever

(9) |t| < Tir/2\az + b\).

By definition  (1) and Cauchy's integral formula, we have

(10) />') = ~ fc F(0-(-/^-dC       m = 0, 1, 2, ...,
277Z    JC (/■_ z')m+1

whence the right-hand side of  (5) may be written

(11) rl^__L_^x±,( p{0 (aC+ »)"»   dC (^1N\\
l-«f~     ^777'Jc (C-z')Nk+l       \(l-at)NJ

Now consider the series

(12) «0=lA/(^f

when  i/ is on C.   Since   |z   - z\ < r/2, we have   |£- z | > r/2. Suppose

|fl£ + />| < K when   <^  is on  C.   Suppose further that
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Then, by (7),

t      LpT/Nr_

1 - at\      \\w\\        2K

Therefore

aC+b    t     I     [_£_"]1/w

£-*' l-«f|     [|HJ

It follows that series  (12) converges uniformly in  C,   when  (3) holds.

This evidently justifies the inversion of the order of summation and in-

tegration in  (11), and we thus have

(14) a = _i_i- f f(C)s(0^-,.
1 - at 2m Jc C~ z

By (8) and (12), for  £ on  C, we get

where, for convenience,

(16) W = (a(+b)t/(C-z).

If

(17) |/| <r/K,

then  |W| < 1, and the denominator in series  (15) can be expanded by means

of the binomial theorem, giving

(18)

To justify the interchange of the order of summation in this double series,

we require that, in addition to (17), the infinite series in (15) converge if

A,,  w and   W are replaced by  |A,|,   \w\  and  \W\, respectively.   Indeed, this

modified series  converges  if   |w||W|^/(l - \W\)N  < R,  that  is,   if

\W\ < ((\w\/R)1/N + I)"1.   By (16), this last inequality is satisfied if
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(19) \t\ <r/K\i\w\/R)1/N + 1|.

Thus, if (17) and  (19) hold, by interchanging the order of summation in (18)

we obtain
oo

(20) A = -i- £ ^ wn,

<=-z«=o

where  A    and  W are given by (4) and  (16), respectively.

Since the series on the right-hand side of (20) is uniformly convergent

for  £ on  C, therefore on substituting it into (14) we may interchange the

order of summation and integration to get

°* 1 J/- °°
a = y a _ f F(£)r»-fi- = y a / (*)*»,

~      *277Z->C       b £_z       £*      n'n

by virtue of (16) and (10).

This last equation, together with  (11), gives us  (5), provided   \t\   is

constrained by  (9),  (13),  (17), and  (19), that is,  t  lies in some neighbour-

hood of the origin.   Evidently formula  (5) may then be extended by analytic

continuation on / as far as possible.

2.   Applications to classical orthogonal polynomials.   In this section

we consider several familiar instances of special functions each of which

satisfies a Rodrigues formula of type   (1).  Indeed, in the notations used by

Szego  [4]  and others (cf., e.g.,   [2, Chapter X]), we have

(21) fniz) = (bO-K-D" exp(-z2)Hn(z) = (nl)~ lD"z\exp(-z2)\,

(22) fjz) = zae-zL^\z) = („!)" lDnz{zn+ae-z\,

(23) fn(z) = za-ne-*L%-n)iz) = (77!)- xDz\zae~z\,

(24) / (2) = 2"7-l)a(z+l)/3-"P(a'/3-")(z) = (72!)-1D"|U-l)"+a7+ i)P\,

fniz) = 2*7 - i)a-"7 + i)Pp<£-n-fi\z)

(25)

= («!)" lDnz\iz+ ir+Piz-l)a\,

f  iz) = 2niz -  l)a-"iz +  l)P-npl*-n,f3-n)lz)
n n

(26)
= (72!)-1D"j(z-l)a7+ 1)£|,

for the classical orthogonal polynomials of Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi.

On the other hand, for the  Bessel polynomials y iz, a - n, ft)  it is known
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that [3, p. HI, Equation (47)]

on   a-n-2   -/3/z i

(27) / (z) = P-i-y (z, a - n, /3) = -Dn\zn+a~ 2e~P/z\.
" n] " n\    z

The result of the preceding section would apply also to the ultraspherical

polynomials Pa(z), the Legendre polynomials P (z), and the Tchebycheff

polynomials   U (z)  of the second kind, since

(28) / (z) = (-lY(z2 - \)-a-n/2Pa (—--\=lDn\(z2-l)-a\
"[^(z2-!))     n\    z

and

(29) P„(z) = P*(z),       Un(z) = P](z).

Applying  (5) to the special functions involved in equations  (21) through

(28) above, we shall be led to the following generating-function equivalences.

tn °° (wtN)k

(30)        Z v.w^ = exP(2zf -t2) Z K"Nk(* - t)(-~-L.

oo

y a L^a\z)t" = (i-tyl-ae-zt/{x-i)

n = 0

(31)

oo oo / N     \k

(32) £v-<*-»>(2)*" = u+ ;)**-*< xvi,VN4W + »))P-) •
n = 0 fe = 0 \(1 + ')N/

CO

7Z=0

(33)

\to * Nfe V-(* + i>*/2/Vi-W "

y A P{a-n<P\z)tn = (I + t)a\l - V2(z - l)t\-l-a-p
*—•      n    n

n = 0

(34) k
. y A pt*-Nk,p)(* + (*-W2\( wtN   \

k~0 k Nk    v-(z-l)t/2/vi+W
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00

£ AnPla-n^-n\z)tn = u + y2(z + i)t\a\i + y2(z - i)t\P

n = 0

(35) - / " \*
• ZVnVw,^"^^<*2-iw[-?-:?) •

*=o \il + 7 + Dz/2iN| 1 + (z - l)t/2\N/

OO

X Anyniz, a-n,ft)tl=il- zt/ft) l-ae<

n-0

•  2^ A.y... I-, a - Nk, ft I-.
* = o   *  W*\l-*t/j8 P/ (/VA)!

OO OO / \

(37)     s <v„w = p.-2a z \^t—V^N)4.
n = o ^=0 \ V-  /

where, for convenience,

(38) p = ^(l - 2zt + t2).

3.   Concluding remarks.

Remark 1.   Since  [4, p. 103]

(39) Lla\z) =   lim   P<>.% _ 2z//3),       77 = 0, 1, 2, ...,
J3—<x>

the  generating-function equivalence  (32) may  formally  be  derived  as  a

limiting case of (34).

Remark 2.    In view of the known relationship (cf., e.g.,   [2, p. 226,

Equation   (16)])

(40) L(a-n\z) = i-z)nin\)-1c ia;z),
n n

equation  (32) can easily be restated in terms of the Charliei polynomials

c ix; a) defined by [op. cit., Equation (4)]

(AI)   cnix;a)= JZi-l)k(n\(XJk\a-k,       a>0,    x = 0, 1, 2.

Remark 3.   Results  (33),  (34) and  (35) are essentially equivalent.   In-

deed, it is well known that  [2, p. 169]

(42) P(a'^(z) = (-l)"P(Aa>(-Z),       72 = 0,1,2,...,
n n T

and that (cf. [4, p. 64])
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(43) P<a.£-"\z) = (l " Z\"p(-*-P-n-l,j3-n)/z + 3\

\2 / n v-v

Remark 4.   Since it is easily verified that

(44) y„U, a - n, j8) = bK-js/jSVz/1-0 — \p/z),

it is not difficult to deduce result (36) from (32), and vice versa.

Remark 5.   By virtue of (29), the generating-function equivalence (37),

with a = ]4 and  a = 1, will evidently yield the corresponding results for

the Legendre polynomials and the Tchebycheff polynomials of the second

kind.

Remark 6.   An equivalence theorem for the Meixner polynomials

m (x; /3, c) would follow fairly readily from (33) by appealing to the known

result [2, p. 226]

(45) mn(x; ft, c) = nlP(f-1'-^-n-x)(2/c- l).

The details may be omitted.

Finally, the author wishes to thank the referee for suggesting a number

of improvements in this paper.
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